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Research on vehicle detection can improve intelligent decisions, vehicle 

active control capability, and driving safety, so it has important 

significance and great application prospects. The research on vehicle 

detection based on machine vision is a quite active research domain. It is 

the basic and the most important function in vehicular perception and can 

directly affect the validity of the decision and control system.

Figure 2. Detection of optimal motion corners in three consecutive frames

Most of deep learning methods used in vehicle detection are based on a 

2D bounding box without consideration for driving direction, and the 

results based on 2D bounding boxes are easily influenced by vehicular 

body posture when predicting vehicle collisions based on detected 

locations between vehicles, thus it is not accurate to use existing 2D 

bounding box to guide the further collision estimation. 

Table 1.  Analysis of exsiting deep-learning based vehicle detection

Evolution

A new method for vehicle detection based on cascade deep learning is proposed. The first level of deep convolutional networks based on our 

presented DOBB achieves minimum area encasing of a target vehicle. A coarse-to-fine approach at the following two levels provides accurate 

location of conflict points between vehicles. The main advantage of our method is that it can eliminate the effects of vehicular body posture when 

predicting conflict points and improve the prediction accuracy. 

R-CNN Regression Using DOBB

The Methodology
We cascade three levels of convolutional networks for conflict points 

prediction. At the first level, we use R-CNN regression of DOBB to 

realize vehicle detection and orientation estimation. Then at the 

second level, we combine key conflict points extracted by optimal 

motion corner detection based on DOBB as the input image and 

design a deep structure to predict key conflict points. Networks at the 

third level take three local ROIs from the second level as input and 

make small ranges to predict local conflict points including the front, 

body and back of the vehicle. 

Multi-level CNN Regression of Conflict Points

•Network at the second level aims to extract all the possible conflict points based 

on global convolutional features. We cascade lower layers and high layers to make 

up for loss spatial information. 

•Network at the third level is used for fine adjustments according to the output of 

the second level, based on local convolutional features. We use multi-level 

regression to combine multiple convolutional networks. 

Experiment results and analysis

Conclusion

Figure 3. OBB and DOBB detection results in different datasets. Left: OBB 
derived from 2D bounding box detections. Right: our DOBB improved 
localization. (a) Detection results based on OBB and DOBB in dataset1. (b) 
Detection results based on OBB and DOBB in dataset2 (c) Detection results 
based on OBB and DOBB in dataset3 

Figure 1. Detection Proposed architecture for orientation and dimension estimation 

Figure 4. Detection results of each level
Figure 5. The third level detection results between 
separated local features and combined local features 

Table 2.  Comparison of the localization estimation accuracy between OBB and DOBB 


